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Skim coat compoundSkim coat compound

SKIM COAT Compound is a water-based vinyl compound designed for smoothing and SKIM COAT Compound is a water-based vinyl compound designed for smoothing and 
finishing wall surfaces. Available in ready-mixed and powder forms, the compound finishing wall surfaces. Available in ready-mixed and powder forms, the compound 
provides excellent slip to spread and dries to a fine surface. It is excellent for provides excellent slip to spread and dries to a fine surface. It is excellent for 
skim-coating concrete wall and panel surfaces. The compound offers good crack-resistance,skim-coating concrete wall and panel surfaces. The compound offers good crack-resistance,
excellent adhesion, and ease for working.excellent adhesion, and ease for working.

● Cement wall coat● Cement wall coat、、wood productswood products、、crackscracks、、holes repairingholes repairing

● Calcium silicate board● Calcium silicate board、、gypsum boardgypsum board、、plywoodplywood、、

   all kinds of fireproof board   all kinds of fireproof board、、and other priming and repairingand other priming and repairing

2020  KgKg  ±±  55  %%

quick dry, sandpapering, effortlessnessquick dry, sandpapering, effortlessness WhiteWhite

DescriptionDescription

UsesUses

FeaturesFeatures

ContentContent

Polyvinyl acetate resinPolyvinyl acetate resin、、Calcium carbonateCalcium carbonate、、waterwater

Product specificationProduct specification

ColorColor
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1.1.Dust first, then wash if necessary to remove any grease. Use a sponge or a damp towel toDust first, then wash if necessary to remove any grease. Use a sponge or a damp towel to

    wipe down the surface. Use water or a wall-friendly cleaning product depending on the     wipe down the surface. Use water or a wall-friendly cleaning product depending on the 

    extent of any grime. Rinse the wall with clean water after using any cleaning product.    extent of any grime. Rinse the wall with clean water after using any cleaning product.

2.2.You should only skim over matte paint or primer. Any other painted surface should be You should only skim over matte paint or primer. Any other painted surface should be 

    primed with a basic primer, then prepared by wiping down with a degreaser. This allows     primed with a basic primer, then prepared by wiping down with a degreaser. This allows 

    the compound to attach to the surface and not slide off or bubble. If you have removed     the compound to attach to the surface and not slide off or bubble. If you have removed 

    wallpaper from a wall, prime the surface again with an oil-based primer.    wallpaper from a wall, prime the surface again with an oil-based primer.

DirectionsDirections

3. Don't clean drywall tools over a drain. The compound will stick, harden, and block your pipes.3. Don't clean drywall tools over a drain. The compound will stick, harden, and block your pipes.
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